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Abstract

I model the purchase behavior of main and secondary housing by Spanish households
using the panel sample from the first two waves of the Spanish household finance
survey (EFF). I estimate discrete hazard models using retrospective and within-period
purchase sequences. I also estimate an (S,s) model combining transactions data with
longitudinal information on household wealth and housing stock values. I look at the
role of adaptive expectations about the rate of return on housing and find they have a
positive and significant effect on the demand for houses. This is true for historical and
within-period purchase probabilities as well as for the target ratio of housing wealth
to total wealth. The volatility of house price growth has a negative effect on purchases
for investment but a positive one on purchases for consumption.
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1 Introduction

In this paper I model the purchase behavior of main and secondary housing by Spanish

households using the panel sample from the first two waves of the Spanish household fin-

ance survey (EFF). I estimate discrete hazard models using retrospective and within-period

purchase sequences. I also estimate an (S, s) model combining transactions data with lon-

gitudinal information on household wealth and housing stock values. The latter allows to

disentangle the effects of observable determinants on target values vs. inaction range in

transaction probabilities. Particular attention is paid to the effect of the expected rates of

housing return on purchase probabilities and in providing some light on whether the effect

takes place through a change in the desired proportion of housing wealth or through a change

in the timing of transactions.

I consider the role of adaptive expectations based on the extrapolation of past house

price increases. This is of interest for several reasons. First, if households (or a fraction of

them) respond to extrapolative price expectations, their behaviour may lead to speculative

bubbles. That is, if they expect that a past high rate of price appreciation will continue

into the future, further price increases and self-fulfilling expectations may follow, at least

for a while. Moreover, housing returns in our period of analysis exhibit substantial serial

correlation (a common finding first noted in Case and Shiller, 1989). Finally, previous price

patterns have been found to be associated with subjective expectations about asset prices

in investors’surveys (eg. Vissing-Jorgensen, 2003, on stocks and Hui, 2004, on real estate).

In some countries the housing market cannot be properly analyzed by focusing on main

residence housing without considering secondary housing. In Figure 1 we report the propor-

tion of main vs. other housing for various countries according to their latest Census. We see

that the share of housing units that are used as secondary residence or kept empty varies

from 35.4% in Greece to 1.3% in the Netherlands. Obviously, Greece, Spain, and Portugal

are countries with significant vacation housing. However, in Spain according to the same

sources, 48% of this other housing units are kept empty (15.1% of the total stock).12

1According to the 2001 Spanish Census (source: National Statistics Institute (INE)) there were 14.2
million main residence housing units, 3.4 million units used as secondary housing, and 3.1 million units that
were empty. More recent figures by the Ministry of Housing relating to 2008 estimate a total of 16.7 million
main residences and 8.4 million secondary or empty housing units (ie 33.4% of the total stock).

2Figure 1 classifies dwellings by their use, and therefore it may understate the importance of secondary
housing from the perspective of ownership. That is, a dwelling may be the main residence of a renter and
at the same time a secondary housing property of its owner.
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Figure 1: Composition of the dwelling stock

Market prices of housing are obtained by collecting individual prices of properties sold

in a time interval. These transaction prices are then applied to comparable housing that

has not been in the market during the period. However, the number of transactions in the

housing market relative to the stock of housing is very small by comparison with other asset

markets (a point made by Piazzesi and Schneider, 2009).3 Therefore, understanding changes

in purchase and sale behavior is potentially important for understanding housing market

fluctuations.

This paper is an empirical exploration of the determinants of house purchases and housing

wealth on the EFF data. A goal of the paper is to provide an empirical framework to extract

the potential of these data for housing demand analysis.

The data I have contains information on household purchases during a period of five years

between 2002 and 2006 covered by the first two waves of the EFF. The data also contains

retrospective information on the purchase history of housing asset holdings at the beginning

of the sample period. Moreover, there is also information about the value of housing wealth,

other assets, and income at the beginning and the end of the observation period. Information

on sales is much less detailed. The data lacks retrospective information on sales and in the

between waves period I observe if a sale has taken place but not in which of the three years.

Firstly, I use retrospective purchase histories to estimate hazard functions for the period

3In 2003 the share of housing transactions in the number of dwellings for the euro area was 2.17% (Source:
Structural housing indicators for the euro area, ECB based on national data).
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1980—2001. In this way I can exploit significant time series variation in market prices and

interest rates. However, only time invariant household characteristics such as education and

age are available for the historical spells. So, these results can be regarded as a model of the

“initial conditions”data for the in-sample purchase sequences.

Secondly, I construct purchase spells for the 2002—2006 period and estimate logistic haz-

ard models of the timing of primary and secondary house transactions. Since I observe

whether secondary properties are used for own consumption or not, I also consider multino-

mial and conditional probability models.

Note that there is a fundamental difference between what I do (looking at purchase

probabilities at the time the decision is made) and first-generation studies of micro housing

demand, which looked at cross-sectional probabilities of owning housing assets. I look at the

determinants of an annual purchase rate (around 1.6% on average in my data) whereas first

generation studies looked at the determinants of being observed holding secondary housing

(26% on average).

Finally, I model housing purchase and sale behavior as an (S, s) rule. Specifically, I as-

sume that because of lumpy transaction costs, only households whose beginning-of-period

state variable (the ratio of housing wealth to total wealth) is far enough from their target

level engage in transactions during the period. For those households the end-of-period state

variable reveals the target and the change during the period reveals the rule’s bandwidth.

Identification of this model requires panel data on wealth and transaction indicators, which

I have. The advantage of the (S, s) approach is that it makes it possible to identify sep-

arate effects of observable determinants on target values and inaction-range in transaction

probabilities. Alternatively it can be regarded as a flexible dynamic model of the share of

housing wealth to total wealth.

The two approaches (logistic hazards and (S, s) model) provide complementary inform-

ation. The (S, s) model exploits wealth data to place a tight structure on transaction prob-

abilities, which allows distinction between two channels of the effect of expected returns,

whereas logistic hazards allow me to have a more flexible empirical specification to exploit

annual purchase information and retrospective data.

A recent micro empirical literature has examined the purchase history of PSID consumers

in the US (e.g. Dunn, 2003; Han, 2009; Bajari et al. 2010). These papers focus on the moving

(mostly upgrading) decisions of existing homeowners, abstracting from first-time buyers and
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tenure choice. In this paper I also abstract from tenure choice (home ownership is much larger

in Spain than in the US) but I pay particular attention to transactions involving secondary

housing since, contrary to other countries, these account for a significant fraction of total

transactions in the Spanish housing market.4 In contrast, in Spain upgrading/downgrading

in primary housing has been of less importance. This means that in a large number of cases

a housing transaction does not involve a simultaneous purchase and sale (as is the case when

housing market transactions are dominated by upgrading or downgrading of main housing).

The starting point is the assumption that the extra cost of renting as opposed to owning

is so high that in our context all “adult”agents are essentially home owners. This may be

due to a combination of income tax advantages of owning, rental market regulation, and

the rental externality of maintenance costs (Henderson and Ioannides, 1983), among other

things. So we abstract from the housing tenure choice and focus on households with a

positive housing stock. Given the very high ownership rates of EFF households this is not a

strong assumption.5

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section

3 presents the purchase hazard models and reports the estimated results. This is done both

for between wave purchases and for retrospective purchase histories. Multinomial hazards

for investment or consumption use are also presented. A time-aggregated hazard for the

probability of a sale over the three-year period is also reported. Section 4 lays out the (S, s)

model considered in this paper, describes its maximum likelihood estimation and provides

the (S, s) model results. Finally, Section 5 concludes. A supplementary web site appendix

contains additional details of several results discussed in the main text.6

2 Data and descriptive statistics

2.1 Survey micro data on house purchases and wealth

Household data The data come from the first two waves of the Spanish Survey of

Household Finances (EFF). This survey contains detailed information on household assets,

4According to the EFF 2002 and the US Survey of Consumer Finances 2001, 82% of Spanish households
own their main residence compared to 68% in the US. Moreover, in Spain 30% of households own some other
real estate property compared to 17% in the US (see Bover et al., 2005).

5For a duration analysis on the determinants of saving time til first purchase of main residence see Guiso
and Jappelli (2002). See also Andrew and Meen (2003) for an analysis of the joint decision of new household
formation and tenure choice using six waves of the British Household Panel Data (BHPS).

6The address is http://www.olympiabover.name/HD_Appendix.pdf.
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debts, income and consumption and has now been conducted on three occasions, at end-

2002/beginning-2003, end-2005/beginning-2006 and at end-2008/beginning-2009, but data

for the third wave are still not available. The EFF is specially designed for the study of house-

hold wealth. While providing a representative picture of the structure of household assets

and debt it incorporates an oversampling of wealthy households based on individual wealth

tax files.7 In addition, in the 2005 wave approximately half of the households interviewed in

2002-2003 were interviewed again.

The aim of the survey is to collect rich information on households assets, debts and

income together with socioeconomic variables relative to households and their members and

spending information. There is detailed information on owner occupied residence, other real

estate, businesses, vehicles, all types of financial assets, and debts. The wealth measure

we use in the paper is total wealth defined as non-human assets. All assets are valued at

market prices. Relevant for this paper, home owners are asked details (date of purchase,

price at time of purchase, current value, use etc.) on their main residence and on up to

three other main real estate properties together with detailed information on all asociated

debts.8 We hence have a record of purchases (and the year the purchase was made) as long

as the household still owns the property at the moment of the EFF interview. To obtain

information about between-wave sales we compare the three more important properties held

by panel households in 2002 and 2005 and take as sold a property declared in 2002 but not

in 2005. We do not know in which of the intervening years the observed sale took place.

Sample The size of the EFF panel component is 2580 households. In general, the

characteristics of the panel sub-sample population do not differ from those of the population

as a whole except for the youngest and those not owning their main residence (see Bover,

2008). For our purposes we eliminate from the sample households where the head has changed

(31 observations, 1.3% of the population) and those who did not own their main residence in

both waves (383 observations, 17.6%). When studying the hazards of purchases between the

two waves we further restrict the sample to those having in 2005 less than 3 other housing

7See Bover (2004).
8One characteristics of wealth surveys is high item non-response rates. In such circumstances, it is

problematic to work with only available cases and ignore non-response. The Banco de España, provider of
the EFF, facilitates imputed values to allow use of the data using complete data methods. The imputation
methods used are stochastic to preserve the observed distribution of variables and covariances between them.
Multiply imputed data sets are available to take into account uncertainty about imputed values. All figures
reported in the paper make use of the five multiply imputed data sets.
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properties bought before 2002 or inherited (1.6% had three or more, 440 observations). Our

final sample size is 2078 households. To identify sales and estimate the (S, s) model we

further restrict the sample to those owning less than four properties in 2005. Finally, a small

number of observations involving contradictory or implausible information when comparing

the information in the two waves were dropped as well.

Some descriptive statistics Table 1 presents the fraction of owners of main and

secondary properties. Aside from a very high owner occupier rate (86%), a large proportion

Spanish households own other housing (28%).9 The majority of households use their other

housing for their own consumption (vacation home, own business activities) but a sizeable

proportion use it exclusively as an investment (renting or vacant).

Table 1
Ownership of main and other housing (%)

2002 2005
Home owners 85.9 85.8
Own other housing 24.5 27.9
Investment 36.2 42.9
Consumption 56.9 48.1
Mixed 6.9 9.0

Own 1 other housing 19.8 21.9
Investment 37.9 44.4
Consumption 62.1 55.6

Gifts and bequests do not seem to have played so far a predominant role as a determ-

inant of house ownership rates. According to the EFF2002, one out of ten households have

inherited (or received as a gift) their main residence and one in four of those having one

second house have inherited it. It is foreseable that gifts and inheritances will play a larger

role in the future given the sharp reduction in the number of children of Spanish households

since the late 1970s.

Table 2 gives the fraction of households that purchased or sold housing during the sample

period. As mentioned earlier, the proportion of households changing main residence is low

(1.8%), but the proportion of households buying other housing during the three year period

between waves is 5.2%. As expected, purchases of other housing decrease with age. Moreover,

households who owned other housing previously were more prone to buy some more during

this period (6.1%) than those wo did not (4.9%). Finally, 56% of the households finance

9In Spain there are income tax incentives to owning the main residence but not to owning other housing.
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their purchase of other housing during this period using credit, while only 26% did so for

the 1980-2001 period purchases (not shown in tables).

Table 2
Households doing transactions 2002—2006 (%)
Home movers 1.8
Purchased other housing 5.2

Investment 2.8
Consumption 2.4

Age <35 7.4
35≤Age<45 7.3
45≤Age<55 6.4
55≤Age<65 6.1
65≤Age<75 1.1
Age≥75 0.2

With previous other housing 6.1
Without prev. other housing 4.9

Sold previous main residence 1.4
Sold other housing 8.7

The fraction of households who sold (10%) is larger than the one who bought (7%).

The difference between the two can be accounted for by purchases by new households (not

covered by the EFF panel sample) who buy from other households (second hand housing

units) or directly from developers (newly built dwellings).10

There is a question in the EFF survey about whether a household has sold any real estate

property in the last twelve months, which 2% of households respond affi rmatively. Although

we cannot rely on it to determine households who sold housing between waves,11 it provides

a coherency cross-check to the number of sales obtained by comparing properties held in the

two waves. In particular, the figures are compatible when considering that this question was

asked only to 40% of households (those owning other real estate properties at the time of

the interview or having owned in the past 12 months), it refers to one third of the between

waves time span, and over half of real estate transactions are housing ones.12

10A fraction of EFF households who bought acquired housing from newly built developments.
11Due to the inclusion of real estate other than housing, such as land, commercial property, parking lots,

and the three years span between waves.
1260% of the number of real estate properties (other than main housing) held by households with at most

three properties is housing.
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A time pattern of retrospective purchases (still held at the time of the EFF interview)

by age groups is shown in Figure 2. The elder buy significantly less housing at any given

market conditions. In contrast, for working-age mature households (between 45 and 64)

we can clearly appreciate the reduction in the number of purchases during the slowdown in

housing market returns of the late 1980s.13 The effect of the housing cycle is less visible

for younger households than for the 45-64, possibly due to the differential importance of

life-cycle effects.

Figure 2: Retrospective purchases by 2002 age groups

Finally, Table 3 provides the percentiles of the distribution of the housing wealth share

in 2002 and 2005. Housing wealth is a high proportion of Spanish household wealth. For

example, the median share of housing wealth to total wealth is almost 90% in 2005.

Table 3
Distribution of housing wealth share
Percentile 2002 2005

10 .37 .39
20 .55 .57
30 .69 .70
40 .79 .80
50 .86 .88
60 .91 .92
70 .95 .96
80 .98 .98
90 .99 .99

13See Figures 3,4, and 5 below.
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Aggregate EFF information on transactions Here we discuss the aggregate in-

formation on housing transactions and its consistency with the survey information provided

by the EFF. We conclude that the two are broadly consistent with each other. In Spain

aggregate information on the number of housing transactions is available since 2004.14 At

the 2005 peak there were 987,000 transactions (56% of them corresponding to newly built

units).15 These were down to 414,000 in 2009. Over the period 2002-2005 the information

available points to around 850,000 per year.

In the EFF we have information on the number of real estate properties held by individual

households at each wave and have details on the main residence and on the three most

valuable other real estate properties.16 With the EFF panel sample we expect to capture

changes in the main residence for 2002 owner occupiers but not new households (or previously

renting households) buying their main house, because of the nature of the panel sample.17

Comparing characteristics of their 2002 and 2005 main residence, and taking into account

population weights, owners changing main residence account for 118 thousand purchases per

year for the three-year period between waves. Similarly, the information contained in the

details of the three more valuable properties provides around 223 thousand purchases of

secondary housing per year.

However, the three other properties account for 67% of the total number of other prop-

erties held by households and for an equal proportion of the increase in the number of

properties between the 2002 and 2005 waves. Thus the EFF information on second housing

purchases would imply a total number of second housing purchases per year of the order of

330 thousand.18 Finally, 1.5 million new households were formed in the three years between

waves. Assuming 60% of them buy their main residence, they would account for 300 thou-

sand purchases per annum.19 We believe therefore that the information on housing purchases

14The data from 2007 based on Registry information may be found at the National Statistics Offi ce (INE)
website. Data for 2005 and 2006 are available directly from the Registrar records, and data for 2004 have
been estimated using housing transactions collected by the Housing Ministry based on Notary information.
Data for 2002 and 2003 were constructed by Julio Rodríguez using the rate of change of the number of
mortgages from Banco de España.
15At the beginning of 2006 2.7% of transactions were to non Spanish resident buyers.
16Details include year of purchase, value at purchase and at the time of the interview, type and use of the

property, whether it was financed with a loan, details on the loan if still pending, etc.
17See Bover (2008).
18This is an upper bound since we may expect housing to be predominant among the most valuable

properties although this is not always the case in the data.
19The information on the number of new households is derived from the 2002 and 2005 EFF cross-sections.

The percentage of new household buyers is assumed taking into account the percentage of young households
who own their main residence (average between 2002 and 2005 cross-section results).
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Figure 3: Real house prices

contained in the EFF is consistent with the aggregate information.20

2.2 Market prices, expected returns on housing, and volatility

Complementary data sources The evolution of aggregate house prices (HP ) and

interest rates (i) is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The rate of return on housing measured as

(∆ lnHP − i) is also shown. Housing returns peaked in the second part of the 1980s and in
the first part of the 2000s, reaching 8% and 12.6% respectively.

The house price series adopted in this paper was constructed at the Banco de España

splicing data from three sources. Data from the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport

are used when available (from 1987 to 2004). Earlier data were obtained using the rate

of change of Madrid house prices (available from Tecnigrama from 1976) but adjusting for

the larger volatility of the Madrid data. After 2004 data were constructed using rates of

change of the new series produced by the Housing Ministry. In an attempt to provide some

variation in the start of period rate of return when estimating the (S, s) model (and the

time-aggregated hazards for sales) we also make use of house price series at the province

level (Source: Sociedad de Tasación; starting in 1985).

There is not much choice either for a consistent series on interest rates throughout the

historical period. Only the interest rate for new mortgages to households and non-profit

institutions is available (Source: Banco de España; available since 1980 and hence the starting

period of our retrospective analysis). For the period between waves we calculate an income

group specific rate using the EFF information on the interest rate paid by households on the

20We do not expect the amount of housing bought and sold by the same households between waves to be
a large proportion of transactions.
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Figure 4: House price growth, interest rate, and rate of return

main loan taken to buy their main residence.21 Since a large fraction of households do not

currently have any mortgage, we use the mean of that rate for each of the income groups.

Time variation is provided by the previously mentioned aggregate new mortgage rate.

Finally, income and unemployment rate at the province level, which are used for robust-

ness checks, are available from the regional accounts and the Labour Force Survey, respect-

ively (Source: National Statistics Offi ce, INE). The aggregate retail price index (Source:

National Statistics Offi ce, INE) has been used to obtain real magnitudes.

Expected returns on housing To investigate the effect of expected future house

price developments on the purchase decisions of households, expectation measures need to

be constructed. In this paper we look at the role of adaptive expectations based on the

extrapolation of past price increases. We use a forecast of the house price change over the

next five years using current and past information to measure the expected rate of return as

Et(∆ lnHPt+5,t)− it

where the expected variation in house prices is measured over a five year period.22 This

time length seems reasonable given transaction costs involved. To obtain these forecasts we

estimate an AR(2)ARCH(1) model using the annual data with the following results:

21We consider six income groups.
22The five year increase is divided by 5 to keep an annual return base measure.
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Figure 5: Expected house price growth

∆ lnHPt = 0.148 + 1.527 ∆ lnHPt−1 − 0.778 ∆ lnHPt−2 + ût

(10.45) (14.84) (10.04)

V olatility(HPt) = 0.286 ∗ 10−4 + 2.958 û2t−1.

(0.47) (3.09)

(t− ratios in parentheses).

At each period t, we forecast recursively future changes in house prices based on house prices

up to t. 23

These results show the predictability of house price growth (R2 is 70%). A similar

equation for housing returns produces an even higher R2 (80%) due to the high predictability

of interest rates during the period of analysis (similar to Case and Shiller, 1989).

Figure 5 shows the expected 5 years ahead change in house prices and the observed one.

We see that the expected change using only information up to period t captures the main

observed movements with some deviations.

I have also considered an AR(2)ARCH(1) model which includes the change in the un-

employment rate (lagged one period) as well. The predicted 5 years ahead change from

this model tracks less well the actual observed change than the pure AR(2)ARCH(1). In

particular, there is an unreasonably large drop in the expected change at the beginning of

the 1990s.24

23Similar approaches to measuring expected housing returns can be found in Han (2009) and Hwang and
Quigley (2006).
24Moreover, actual future values of the change in the unemployment rate would be needed to forecast the
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When using house prices at the province level we fit an AR(1) model for each of the 50

provinces and construct expected returns in a similar way.

House price volatility Similarly, we use this model to construct 5 year ahead volatility

measures to test for the effect of risk on housing purchases and in particular for hedging vs.

financial effects. On the one hand an increase in house price uncertainty increases the

financial risk of holding housing wealth but on the other hand it increases the incentives

to hedge against future consumption cost risk for households who plan to consume more

housing. Han (2009) disentangles these two effects of risk on main housing purchases with

the help of a hedging propensity indicator based on the estimated probability of a household

to roll over to a bigger house in the next 5 years. Here we avoid the potential endogeneity

problems created by this indicator and examine the different effect of risk on purchases used

for consumption and purchases used for investment.

There is limited variation in the volatility in the data except at spikes during the 1990s,

the beginning of the 1980s and the latter part of the 2000s (which is why the estimated

ARCH coeffi cient is so large). There is therefore a better opportunity for identifying the

effect of house price risk on housing demand in the context of the retrospective purchase

histories than in the between waves analysis.

As an alternative to the previous model-based estimation of volatility I considered a

measure of observed volatility by constructing a five-year moving window of the variances

of observed (log) price changes.25 Figure 6 shows that the two measures are broadly con-

sistent with each other, although the observed volatility measure shows larger variability, in

particular during the 2002-2006 period.

3 Discrete housing purchase hazards

3.1 Empirical approach

In this section I present estimates of logistic hazard models of housing purchases. Firstly,

using retrospective purchase histories I estimate hazard functions for the period 1980—2001.

Next, using purchase sequences for the sample period I can relate the probability of changing

the housing stock to additional controls like income.

expected change in house prices (or predicted values from an auxiliary forecast model for the unemployment
rate).
25Banks, Blundell, Oldfield, and Smith (2010) use a similar measure of volatility.
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Figure 6: Volatility measures

The current sample of panel EFF households were interviewed twice in 2002/3 and

2005/6. For these households we have two observations of their money values of assets

and income. At each interview information was also collected on the year of purchase of

properties in their current housing stock (with a specification of primary housing and up to

three other properties), and about sales in the previous year.

From this information I construct within-sample sequences of purchase and sale spells

covering the six-year period from 2002 to 2006. I also construct a historical sequence of

purchases for the period 1980—2001 using the retrospective information, which was very useful

despite its limitations. An advantage of the historical data is that I can exploit significant

time series variation in market prices and interest rates. One limitation is that it is assembled

from the perspective of the 2002 housing stock, so I cannot know if a household held but

sold property prior to the start of the EFF. Another limitation is the lack of retrospective

information on time-varying individual variables.

To model purchase probabilities I build from the likelihood of individual sequences. Con-

sider, for example, a home-owning household since 1990 which purchased a secondary house

in 2002 and a third one in 2004. The likelihood of observing such sequence is

Pr
(
B0, B

2002
1 , B2004

2 , B
2005

3

)
= Pr

(
B
2005

3 | B2004
2 , B2002

1 , B0

)
Pr
(
B2004
2 | B2002

1 , B0
)

Pr
(
B2002
1 | B0

)
Pr (B0)

I regard B2002
1 and B2004

2 as “complete” spells associated with the observed purchases

(spells denoting time between transactions) whereas B
2005

3 is an incomplete spell that cap-

tures the absence of transactions between 2004 and the end of the observation period. Then
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I can write

Pr
(
B2004
2 | B2002

1 , B0
)

= h2 (2) [1− h2 (1)]

where h2 (t) is the hazard rate of purchasing a second other property t periods since the pre-

vious transaction, conditioned on controls and the history of previous transactions. Purchase

hazard rates for first or third other properties are similarly defined.

I specify logistic hazards, hj (t) =
(
1 + e−sj(t)

)−1
where sj (t) is a linear index of indi-

vidual, spell, and calendar-time specific variables. Since the results for second and further

other properties were fairly similar, I considered a common parametric model for the pur-

chase hazard of all other property, using a separate model for main housing transactions.

For retrospective purchases (the modelling of the initial component Pr (B0) in the previ-

ous factorization) I used a similar approach but since the length of period and the available

controls were different I kept these specifications separate from the within-period probabil-

ities.

The EFF households are asked if their secondary properties are used for own consump-

tion or not. In an attempt to check for differences in the estimated effects according to the

intended use of the housing purchased, I decomposed the hazard rate into separate trans-

itions for purchases for consumption use and those for investment use. To do this I used a

multinomial logit specification.

3.2 Purchase hazards from retrospective histories

Table 4 reports estimates of logistic hazard models from the historical data. For these retro-

spective hazards we consider only time invariant household demographic variables, namely

age and education of the household head. More precisely, we extrapolate the age of the

current head of household for each year during the period 1980 to 2001 and keep observa-

tions when the current head is over 24 years of age. The level of education attained for that

retrospective period is assumed to be the same as the current one.

The first two columns differ in the treatment of the housing return variable: observed

(column 1) and expected (column 2). Finally, column 3 is a variation of column 2 which

includes a permanent income variable instead of the education dummies.26

Age and education variables are significant and education has a sizeable effect on the

probability of having purchased secondary housing. The strong effect of age here is partly

26Permanent income is estimated using education dummies and a second order polynomial in age.
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picking up income and marital status, as we’ll see in the estimates for the within-sample

period.

The expected rate of return on housing has a significantly positive effect. To get a feeling

for the size of the effects on the probability of purchasing secondary housing we calculate the

probability of purchasing a secondary housing over the period 1980-2001 for various housing

return rates (using the column 2 estimates). We first take as reference a household whose

male head is aged 40, has secondary education, and no previous other housing. At the

median expected return (4%) the purchase probability is 1% while it increases to 1.7% when

returns are expected to be high (15%) and decreases to 0.4% when they are expected to be

low (-15%). For university educated household heads these probabilities are 2.5%, 4.2%, and

1%, respectively.

Table 4
Hazards for retrospective purchases
Secondary housing, 1980—2001

1 2 3
Secondary education 0.308 0.253 −

(1.60) (1.30)
University education 0.989 0.952 −

(5.58) (5.43)
Age 0.262 0.267 0.207

(5.26) (5.34) (4.15)
Age squared −0.003 −0.003 −0.002

(5.20) (5.34) (4.36)
∆ lnHPt,t−1 − i1 3.992 − −

(4.01)̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − i − 4.956 4.910
(3.85) (3.87)

Permanent income − − 0.014
(in thousand euros) (5.44)
Previous other housing −0.245 −0.249 −0.247

(1.32) (1.34) (1.33)
Constant −10.649 −10.945 −9.621

(9.07) (9.29) (8.39)
McFadden’s Pseudo R2 0.038 0.040 0.040
No. of observations 41, 589
of which no of purchases 666
1Aggregate HP and i
t−ratios in parentheses
No. of observations are averages over the five imputed datasets

We also tested for the potential effects of other mortgage market conditions (aside from
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the interest rate) by including the index on credit conditions developed for the Spanish

housing market in Oxford Economics (2009) similar to the one constructed for the UK by

Fernandez-Corujedo and Muellbauer (2006). However, this proved insignificant.

The volatility term is not significant (not shown). This could be because of opposite

effects of risks. Indeed a positive hedging effect is expected if other housing is purchased

for own consumption needs while a negative one is anticipated because of the existence of

financial risk. This is one motivation for the multinomial hazards analysis presented next.

Owning already other housing has an expected negative effect although not significant.

Investment vs. consumption use Table 5 reports multinomial logit estimates using

purchase sequences from the historical data that exploit information about current use (own

consumption vs. investment) of all secondary housing properties.

Table 5
Multinomial hazards for retrospective secondary housing purchases 1980-2001

Investment vs. consumption
1 2

Consumption Investment Consumption Investment
Secondary education 0.385 0.073 0.372 0.092

(1.62) (0.22) (1.58) (0.27)
University education 1.252 0.418 1.244 0.430

(5.62) (1.52) (5.62) (1.55)
Age 0.337 0.165 0.338 0.163

(5.22) (2.16) (5.22) (2.14)
Age squared −0.003 −0.002 −0.003 −0.002

(4.97) (2.37) (4.98) (2.34)̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − i1 5.356 4.287 6.555 2.497
(3.17) (2.19) (3.17) (1.09)̂V olatilityt+5

2
− − 0.293 −0.495

(1.09) (1.82)
Previous other housing −0.561 0.215 −0.564 0.219

(1.93) (0.89) (1.93) (0.90)
Constant −13.2415 −9.339 −13.441 −9.026

(8.88) (5.09) (8.76) (4.92)
No. of observations 41, 589 41, 589
No. by use of property 399 267 399 267
McFadden’s Pseudo R2 0.040 0.042
1Aggregate HP and i
2Five year ahead standard deviation of HP from the AR(2)ARCH(1) model
t−ratios in parentheses; No. of observations are averages over the five imputed datasets
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The effects of education and age are stronger on the demand for consumption of secondary

housing than on the demand for investment in secondary housing. The effect of the expected

return is positive in both cases but better determined for consumption demand than for

investment demand. Alternative return measures that could be thought more appropriate

for investor type households were explored. In particular, I considered an index of the

Madrid stock exchange as an alternative to the aggregate interest rate and expectations

about housing changes two years ahead instead of five years ahead. The effects of returns

remain better determined for consumption demand than for investment demand.27

The positive (but imprecise) effect of risk on consumption demand would point to a

hedging effect while the negative effect on investment demand would correspond to the

effect of an increase in financial risk. Table 5 reports the effects of volatility using the model

based measure. Estimates based on observed volatility were broadly similar and results are

available in the supplementary appendix.

Owning already some secondary housing has plausibly different effects depending on the

use of the housing purchased. The effect is negative for the probability of purchasing other

housing for the household own consumption while it has no effect in the case of purchase for

investment use.

Duration dependence Duration dependence is not easy to model as a priori it may be

expected to follow a non-linear pattern of low hazards at short durations, followed by higher

hazards at intermediate durations and low hazards again at very long durations. Moreover,

patterns are expected to differ for first time buyers of secondary property and for subsequent

purchases. To try and capture these effects we included indicators of short durations (up

to six years) for both first and subsequent secondary purchase hazards. As expected there

is a significative negative effect for first purchases using retrospective data. However, for

subsequent purchases the effect is positive but not significant. A similar pattern is observed

for the within waves estimates although significance is lower. As for the multinomial models,

duration dependence is confined to consumption motive but no effects appear for investment

motive. The addition of these duration dependence effects did not alter in any way the

effects of other variables. A full set of results are shown in the appendix.

27A table with the results for those alternative measures is available in the supplementary appendix.
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3.3 Purchase probabilities over the sample period

Table 6 reports logit estimates using purchase sequences for the sample period. For these

sequences, I observe if a home-owner household has bought a new main residence. Thus,

Table 6 presents results for both secondary and main housing purchase hazards.

Table 6
Hazards for the timing of housing purchases

Main and other housing 2002—06
Other Main

Secondary education 0.408 0.411 0.381 0.164 0.170 0.156
(1.62) (1.64) (1.51) (0.39) (0.41) (0.37)

University education 0.809 0.811 0.773 −0.146 −0.138 −0.154
(3.58) (3.59) (3.41) (0.34) (0.32) (0.36)

Age 0.095 0.096 0.092 0.090 0.090 0.090
(1.61) (1.62) (1.55) (0.83) (0.83) (0.83)

Age squared −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001
(2.12) (2.13) (2.07) (1.12) (1.13) (1.12)

Married 0.718 0.715 0.739 − − −
(2.42) (2.41) (2.49)

∆ lnHPt,t−1 − i1incomegroup 12.929 − − 15.491 − −
(2.66) (1.55)̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − iincomegroup − 13.010 15.609 − 13.840 14.961

(2.33) (2.70) (1.26) (1.30)
Income 0.440 0.440 0.430 0.400 0.410 0.410
(in million euro) (1.46) (1.47) (1.42) (0.54) (0.56) (0.55)
Unemployment rate − − −0.043 − − −0.010
(province) (1.82) (0.25)
∆ lnIncome − − 1.222 − − 5.658
(province) (0.21) (0.49)
Previous other housing 0.337 0.336 0.324 - - -

(1.75) (1.75) (1.68)
Constant −8.235 −8.164 −7.908 −8.388 −8.143 −8.315

(4.99) (4.91) (4.68) (2.75) (2.66) 2.63
McFadden’s Pseudo R2 0.064 0.063 0.065 0.032 0.030 0.031
No. of observations 8, 631 8, 631 8, 631 8, 967 8, 967 8, 967
of which Purchases 125 125 125 36 36 36
1Aggregate HP ; i by 6 income groups
t−ratios in parentheses; No. of observations are averages over the five imputed datasets

First we examine the results corresponding to the other housing purchase hazards (columns

1 to 3). The estimated effect of university education is similar to the one for retrospective
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purchases but less significant, probably because of the inclusion of income.28 The age effect

is also positive for most of the range but smaller and less significant than before. Being

married has a strong positive effect on the probability of buying second housing. The effect

of current income is small and not very significant. Other demographic controls like the

presence of children, their age, size of the municipality and others were tried but were not

significant and did not alter the results.29

In contrast, the effect of the housing return is strong and larger than the effect found for

retrospective purchases.30 To evaluate the economic significance of the estimated coeffi cient

we calculate to what extent the recently observed after-sample drop in aggregate purchases

could be predicted by the estimated model. Hence, for each household in the sample we

calculate the probability of purchase in 2005 using the estimates in column 2. We then

replace the 2005 expected return (0.088 on average) by the one in 2009 (0.015 on average).31

Using the population weights this predicts a 61% fall in the number of purchases between

2005 and 2009.32 The aggregate number of housing transactions according to the National

Stats Offi ce fell by 58%. Therefore, changes in expectations of rates of return are able

to predict the fall in aggregate purchases between 2005 and 2009. This aggregate change

corresponds to the average annual probability of purchasing other housing falling from 1.1%

in 2005 to 0.4% in 2009.33

To check whether the expected return is not capturing other market conditions effects, in

the third (and 6th) column we introduce income growth and unemployment rate both at the

province level. The effect of the housing return if anything is reinforced. We have also added

50 province dummies to the specification in column 2 and the results were unchanged.34

In the 4th to 6th column I report results for the purchase of a new main residence. The

effects are not significant probably due to the small number of such transactions. However,

the effect of the expected return is surprisingly similar to the one found for other housing

purchases.

28We use the two observations on annual household income in the 2002 and 2005 waves to linearly extra-
polate income for the in-between years.
29Detailed estimates with additional controls can be found in the supplementary appendix.
30In the next section we will see that the effect of housing returns is heterogeneous in important dimensions,

which may explain the difference of estimated effects in the two periods.
31Note that the return variable varies with income through the interest rate.
32This corresponds to the fall in the purchases of secondary housing. Purchases because of a change in

main housing fell by 63.4%.
33Correspondingly, average times to purchase increased from 92 to 236 years.
34Results are reported in the appendix.
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The competing risks model estimated for this period provides in general similar results

for consumption and for investment use and are reported in the supplementary appendix.

One exception is the effect of already owning other housing. In this case, the positive effect

found in Table 6 is the result of a significantly positive effect on the probability of investment

purchase and a negative non significant effect in the case of own consumption purchases. The

non-model based volatility measure has again a significantly negative effect on investment

demand and a non significant but positive effect on consumption demand. The non-model

based volatility measure was used instead of the one derived from the AR(2)ARCH(1) model

because the latter captures almost no variation for the period 2002-2006.

Table 7
Evidence of adjustment costs in housing purchases

Main and other housing 2002—2006
Other housing Main housing

Secondary education 0.387 0.144
(1.54) (0.34)

University education 0.759 −0.199
(3.34) (0.46)

Age 0.090 0.083
(1.55) (0.78)

Age squared −0.001 −0.001
(2.08) (1.09)

Married 0.703 −
(2.37)̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − i1incomegroup 12.043 12.791
(2.17) (1.17)

Income 0.320 0.270
(in million euro) (1.00) (0.30)
Proportion of −0.788 −0.717
housing wealth (2.13) (1.10)
Previous other housing 0.282 -

(1.46)
Constant −7.256 −7.254

(4.28) (2.33)
McFadden’s Pseudo R2 0.066 0.032
No. of observations 8, 631 8, 967
Purchase 125 36
No purchase 8, 506 8, 931
1Aggregate HP ; i by 6 income groups
t−ratios in parentheses
No. of observations are averages over the five imputed datasets
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Testing for lumpy adjustment from purchase probabilities Finally, I consider

a purchase hazard model that includes the ratio of housing wealth to total wealth at the

beginning of the period as an independent variable. An (S, s) rule expressed in terms of

this ratio predicts that the probability of purchase increases when the ratio is too low. The

results in Table 7 motivate those in Section 4.

According to an (S, s) model we would expect such a variable to attract a negative sign

in an equation of purchases and this is indeed what we find. A high value of the ratio of the

stock of housing to wealth makes households less likely to purchase other housing. For main

housing purchases the effect is again remarkably similar. The effects of the other variables

are similar to those reported in Table 6.

3.4 Heterogeneous responses to expected returns35

Type of household: education and income The evidence presented so far reveals

a strong effect of expectations formed on the basis of past and current returns. A relevant

question is whether this behavior varies with wealth or other (non-endogenous) measure of

investor sophistication (Vissing-Jorgensen (2003) addresses this question for expected stock

market returns).

To test this hypothesis we interact our expected return measure with education dummies

in the analysis of retrospective purchase histories and with (log) income for the sample

period of our panel (2002-2006). We find evidence of a stronger effect of expected returns

on purchase probabilities for University graduates in the retrospective analysis and an effect

growing significantly with income for the sample period. The estimated effects on the logistic

purchase index are as follows:

Effect of expected returns on retrospective purchases:

(3.447 + 5.010 ∗University education) ( ̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − i)

(2.26) (1.80)

Effect of expected returns on between-wave purchases:

(−81.382 + 8.218 ∗ ln Income) ( ̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − iincomegroup)

(3.38) (3.99)

(t− ratios in parentheses)
35Full tables with the results described in this sub-section can be found in the supplementary appendix.
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These findings indicate that the estimated effect of extrapolative expected returns is

not driven by information costs but may reveal more rational "jump on the bandwagon"

strategy effects. The presence of such effects would help explain house price developments

during housing booms. Following the argument in De Long et al. (1990), in the presence

of some poorly informed households that extrapolate past changes into the future, more

rational households may find it beneficial to purchase in anticipation of further purchases by

less well informed households.36

Extent of house price overvaluation Here we study whether the effect of expected

returns varies depending on how far from its fundamental determinants house prices are. To

do so we have taken deviations of observed house prices with respect to the Banco de España

long run model as a measure of over (or under) valuation and we have added an interaction

with our expected returns measure.37

We find evidence of the effect of returns diminishing with overvaluation but the effect

stays positive for the entire period. The estimated effect on the logistic purchase index is:

(4.390− 9.431 ∗ overvaluation) ( ̂∆ lnHPt+5,t − i)

(4.01) (1.84)

The top values for our overvaluation measure are reached in 1991 (at 0.41) and 2006 (at

0.40).

Interestingly, the interaction effect of overvaluation can be rationalized in the presence

of heterogeneous beliefs about future house prices. Suppose that only a fraction of (optim-

istic) households have adaptive expectations about house prices returns, but this fraction

depends negatively on the extent of overvaluation (the higher the overvaluation the smaller

the fraction of households that remain optimistic about further price increases). In these cir-

cumstances we would expect the positive effect of housing returns on purchase probabilities

to decline with overvaluation, just as we estimated it to be.

Positive vs. negative expected returns Finally, we find significative asymmetric

effects of expected returns: strongly positive when positive expected returns are expected

36See De Long et al. (1990) for detail on how momentum traders may have substantial impact on stock
prices and threaten the effi ciency of financial markets.
37We use an updated version of the preferred model described in Martínez Pagés and Maza (2003) and

reproduced in the appendix.
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and weak (mildly negative) when the expectation is a negative return. Taken literally, these

results imply that changes in expected returns have no (or negative) effect on purchases in

periods when returns are negative, and positive effects in periods when returns are positive,

which are much larger than those predicted by the symmetric model.

These effects are: 9.474 ∗ positive( ̂∆ lnHPt+5,t− i) and −3.596 ∗ negative( ̂∆ lnHPt+5,t−
i)with t-ratios of 5.72 and 2.09, respectively. Once again, such non-linearity highlights the

limitations of simple models of expectations and is consistent with the existence of a role for

the probability of overvaluation shown above.

3.5 Sales hazards

We cannot estimate annual hazards for the timing of sales between waves since we do not

know in which of the between waves year the sale did take place. However, we can still

estimate a time-aggregated hazard for the probability of a sale over the three-year period

between waves conditioned on holding other housing at the beginning of the period. Table 8

reports logistic probabilities of sales for households which owned exactly one other property

at the beginning of the period (in addition to main housing). We do not report sale hazards

for households with more than one other property due to small samples and did not combine

the two either because we expected different responses for each.

The signs of the estimated effects on the time aggregated hazard of a sale (in column 1) are

as expected and the opposite of the previously estimated effects on the hazard of a purchase.

Moreover, the results (signs and magnitudes) are robust across various specifications, but

according to the standard errors the estimates are very imprecise. This is not surprising

for the estimated effect of the expected return, since we can only rely on cross-sectional

variation in returns. In contrast, the effect of age is more precise and shows that households

are less likely to sell as they age until they are around 50 when the probability of a sale

starts increasing as they grow older.

In column 2 of the Table we report equivalent estimates for time-aggregated purchases

for comparison, which are broadly consistent with the earlier annual hazard estimates but

have much larger standard errors.
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Table 8
Sales and purchases of secondary housing

Time-aggregated hazards over the three year period between waves
Sales Purchases

Secondary education −0.608 0.168
(0.91) (0.39)

University education −0.371 0.479
(0.54) (0.47)

Age −0.209 0.124
(1.73) (1.06)

Age squared 0.002 −0.002
(1.68) (1.64)

Married −0.043 0.998
(0.08) (1.35)̂∆ lnHP2007,2002 − i1incomegroup −6.076 2.537
(0.47) (0.30)

Income2002 −6.500 7.700
(in million euro) (0.50) (1.42)
Constant 5.680 −6.497

(1.82) (2.06)
McFadden’s Pseudo R2 0.093 0.107
No. of observations 636 2, 442
of which sales 178 −
of which purchases − 120
1Province HP in 2002; i by 6 income groups in 2002
t−ratios in parentheses; No. of observations are averages over the five imputed datasets

4 An (S, s) model of housing transactions

4.1 The model

Theoretical context Consumers choose when and how much housing to purchase in

order to maximize the present value of utility. Since households purchase (and sale) housing

very infrequently, I consider an (S, s) model of lumpy adjustment, which is a standard model

of discrete and infrequent adjustment. The idea is that there are large and lumpy transaction

costs involved in housing transactions (search costs, intermediation fees, taxes). These costs

together with indivisibilities in the stock make it impossible for households to make frequent

and small adjustments to their housing stock in response to fluctuations in prices.

The seminal theoretical reference is the transaction cost model of Grossman and Laroque

(1990) who consider portfolio choice when, in addition to a risky asset and a riskless asset,

there is a component of wealth that yields consumption benefits (a durable good such as
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housing or art), the durable good being the sole argument in the utility function.38 In the

absence of frictions, the model yields a proportional stock rule, where the ratio of the durable

stock to wealth depends positively on the net return (of housing),39 and negatively on the

risk-free interest rate and the ratio of the expected excess return of the risky asset to its

standard deviation. In the presence of transaction costs of a particular form,40 the model

continues to deliver a proportional stock rule in which housing is allowed to deviate from its

optimal share of wealth until some threshold is reached, at which point the housing stock is

adjusted to the optimal target share.

More realistic assumptions typically imply consideration of more than one state variable.

So here I just regard the (S, s) model as a simple empirical specification, which allows me to

separate out effects on optimal housing in the absence of adjustment costs from effects on

the inaction range.

The EFF data contain separate information on the values of primary and secondary

housing wealth. Therefore, it may be possible in principle to consider primary and secondary

housing as two different durable goods in the utility function. However, such an extension

seems impractical in these data since most of the adjustment of EFF households during the

sample period takes place through secondary housing. Moreover, the statistical simplicity of

the basic model would be lost.

In my model I express the (S, s) rule in terms of the ratio of housing wealth to total gross

wealth. Other papers in the durable consumption literature have used permanent income

(Lam, 1991) or non-durable consumption (Attanasio, 2000) as alternatives to total wealth,

partly due to measurement problems. Since the EFF contains detailed data on household

asset holdings, using wealth seems a good alternative. I did try, however, alternative spe-

cifications but using the ratio to total wealth provided the most meaningful results.

There is a literature that attempts to distinguish empirically between investment demand

for housing and consumption demand relying on housing tenure information (Ioannides and

Rosenthal, 1994). We cannot directly do this for our data because a large majority of house-

holds are homeowners. Moreover, despite having information on whether secondary housing

are held for consumption or investment we do not observe households renting secondary

38Flavin and Nakagawa (2008) consider a generalization of Grossman and Laroque (1990), featuring a
utility function that includes nondurable consumption goods as well as the durable good as arguments.
39Given by the difference between the appreciation rate of the durable good and the riskless rate of return.
40See e.g. Eberly (1994).
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property, so extending the Ioannides—Rosenthal approach to secondary property does not

seem relevant either. In addition, it is empirically diffi cult to distinguish between housing

investment and housing consumption with a low rate of utilization in the case of second-

ary properties such as vacation or seasonal housing. In any case the Henderson—Ioannides

(1983) constraint, which requires that the quantity of housing owned is at least as large as

the quantity consumed, does not seem to be binding for EFF households.

The (S,s) model Let d be an indicator of a positive or negative adjustment to the

housing stock as a result of transactions between survey waves. Also let y1 and y2 denote

the beginning-of-period and the end-of-period state variables (the housing to wealth ratios).

Let y∗ be the target level, and bu and b` the positive and negative inaction thresholds,

respectively. Therefore, according to the (S, s) rule y2 is set to the optimal target level (and

therefore transactions take place) only if the beginning-of-period deviation from the target

hits the band limits:

y2 =

{
y∗ if y1 = b` or y1 = bu

ỹ2 if b` < y1 < bu

where ỹ2 denotes the state variable process in the absence of action, so that ỹ2 differs from

y1 as a result of appreciation or depreciation of the existing housing stock during the period

and additions or substractions to the denominator (total wealth).

Following Attanasio (2000), the target level and bandwidth equations are specified as

y∗ = x′β + σu

bu = y∗ + exp (z′γu + ωv)

b` = y∗ − exp (z′γ` + ωv)

where (u, v) are standard normal error terms independent of (x, z, ỹ1). In the basic model I

assume a symmetric band (γu = γ` = γ) and uncorrelated errors (ρuv = 0). The model also

assumes that the bands are observable, so that for active households (d = 1) we have

ln |∆y| = z′γ + ωv.

Otherwise, if d = 0 we only observe the event b` < y1 < bu.41

In this model the extent of adjustment is governed by the inaction range ez
′γ+ωv, which

is allowed to depend on observable and unobservable heterogeneity through z and v.
41A possibly more realistic but less tight version with unobservable bands could be developed as in At-

tanasio (2000).
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4.2 Maximum likelihood estimation

We have data on {d, y1, y2, x, z}ni=1. Note that estimation of the (S, s) bandwidth requires

observation of the housing stock before and after the adjustment, so panel data are essential,

as are data on purchases and sales.

The likelihood of the sample is similar to a bivariate Tobit model with a complicated

probability of censoring. That is, the likelihood contribution of active households (d = 1) is

given by the joint density of y2 and ln |∆y|, whereas the contribution of inactive households
is just the probability of inaction:

Pr
(
b` < y1 < bu

)
= Pr [y1 − x′β − exp (z′γ + ωv) < σu < y1 − x′β + exp (z′γ + ωv)] .

Since the probability of inaction is governed by the same equations as in the regression

part of the model, this (S, s) model does not require exclusion restrictions for semiparametric

identification (as is the case of Heckman’s selection model). Nevertheless, exclusion restric-

tions suggested by the economic model are that housing stock imbalance and non-convex

transaction costs affect the timing but not the size of housing purchases.

The log likelihood of the sample is therefore given by

L =
n∑
i=1

{
di ln

[
1

σ
φ

(
y2i − x′iβ

σ

)]
+ di ln

[
1

ω
φ

(
ln |∆yi| − z′iγ

ω

)]
+ (1− di) ln

∫ [
Φ

(
y1i − x′iβ + exp (si)

σ

)
− Φ

(
y1i − x′iβ − exp (si)

σ

)]
φ (v) dv

}
where si = z′γ + ωv, φ (.) is the standard normal density and Φ (.) the corresponding cdf.

For this model E (u | d = 1) may be zero or close to it because of symmetry, so OLS

estimates of the target equation in the subsample of active units may be consistent. However,

since we expect E (v | d = 1) 6= 0 and the fraction of inactive households is large, OLS

estimates of the bandwidth equation may have large biases.

I used OLS as initial values and approximated the probability of inaction using Gauss-

Hermite integration with 30 points.

The scope of the analysis is limited by the fact that the period between observations of

the state variable is longer that it would be desirable. Another limitation is due to having a

two-wave panel only, which precludes consideration of random effects to allow for unobserved

household heterogeneity.
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4.3 (S,s) rule results

Table 9 presents ML estimates of the (S, s) model.42 In the first part of the Table the

estimates of the target level equation show that the expected return on housing wealth has

a well determined positive effect on the proportion of wealth in housing households aim to

hold. The size of the effect implies that the increase in the rate of return that occurred for

example between 2002 and 2001 (around 2%), would increase the target housing wealth ratio

by 2.2 percentage points.

Both income and wealth (net of debts) have a significant negative effect on the target pro-

portion of wealth held in housing. High income and wealth households hold more diversified

portfolios. Housing appears thus as a "necessity" in terms of life-cycle wealth.

Table 9
Dynamic housing wealth demand

Estimates of (S, s) rule target and band
Target level equation t− ratio
Self-employed −0.190 (6.65)
Partner self-employed −0.148 (3.57)
Head not working −0.079 (4.02)
Other adult inactive −0.053 (2.71)̂∆ lnHP2007,2002 − i1incomegroup 1.115 (3.38)
Permanent income −0.001 (4.21)
(in thousand euros)
Wealth −0.063 (7.73)
(in million euros)
Constant 0.917 (27.70)
Standard deviation 0.179 (29.53)
Bandwidth equation̂∆ lnHP2007,2002 − iincomegroup −2.323 (0.74)
Permanent income (in thousand euros) −0.008 (2.78)
Wealth (in million euros) −0.287 (2.97)
Constant 0.717 (2.51)
Standard deviation 2.231 (23.30)
1Province HP in 2002; i rate by 6 income groups in 2002.

No evidence of life-cycle patterns could be found beyond permanent income effects. In

contrast, the situation of household members in the labour market reveals significant effects.

42Aside from purchases and sales, we include housing inheritances received during the sample period in
the transaction indicator (ie. d = 1) on the grounds that it may be anticipated to some extent. The (S, s)
model estimates reported in this section do not differ in any substantive way if instead we consider d = 0
for those cases.
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Self-employment of the head of household or his partner have a sizeable negative effect

probably due to wealth needed to run their own business. An unemployed (or inactive)

household head reduces as well the target housing to wealth ratio although to a lesser extent

than self-employment. Inactivity (but not unemployment) of other household members has

a similar effect.

Turning to the results for the bandwidth equation (second part of Table 9), housing

returns do not affect the inaction range. In contrast, income and wealth have a significant

negative effect. This points to the prevalence of fixed transaction costs over proportional

ones. Fixed transaction costs could be search and moving costs while some legal fees and

taxes are to a large extent proportional to the value of the house purchased or sold.

Outstanding debt and the capacity to incur in debt may also play a role in the decision

to purchase a new house. To control for this I construct the ratio of outstanding debt to

gross total wealth which reflects the household capacity of acquiring more debt and is less

endogenous in a purchase equation than the level of debt. However, the effect of debt capacity

is insignificant, both in the target and in the band equations, and does not change the results.

In the same vein, I added debt variables to the sample period hazard of buying a secondary

property but they were insignificant. The results of various specifications including debt

variables may be found in the appendix.43

Dunn (2003) for home purchases and Eberly (1994) for automobile purchases find that

the (S, s) bandwidth increases with income uncertainty. Income uncertainty is associated

to type of occupation, like being self-employed. In the case of housing, I find an important

effect of self-employment on the target equation but not on the bandwidth equation.

Taking together the results for the target level and the band-width equations we conclude

that greater uncertainty or risk (as measured here by self-employment and unemployment)

will have an effect on housing demand through a smaller target proportion of housing wealth

rather than through a postponement of intended purchases or sales. The same can be said of

the effect of changes in expected housing return rates that affect the desired housing wealth

target ratio but not the inaction range. This last point is relevant because it implies that

when expected returns on housing drop there is a reduction in the desired amount of housing

43Eberly (1994) finds negative effects for income and wealth in her bandwidth model for automobile
purchases using a sample of credit constrained households but not for the non-constrained. This may be
interpreted as high income and wealth allowing for more frequent adjustment when credit constrained. I
have not pursued a splitting of the EFF sample due to the small number of purchases observed in my data.
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wealth. Falling returns do not mean just a delay in purchases as would be the case if the

negative effect of the expected returns on purchase probabilities worked through the inaction

range rather than through the target level.

Transaction probabilities Using the estimated (S, s) model it is possible to calcu-

late average derivative effects on the probability of a positive (or negative) adjustment to

the housing stock between survey waves. In our data positive or negative adjustments are

essentially associated to purchases or sales, respectively. Therefore, the probability of a pos-

itive adjustment in the (S, s) model can be regarded as a semi-structural counterpart of the

logistic purchase hazards in the previous section (aggregated over a three-year interval).

An individual’s probability of a positive adjustment is given by

π+i = 1−
∫

Φ
(
w+i
)
φ (v) dv

whereas the probability of a negative adjustment is

π−i =

∫
Φ
(
w−i
)
φ (v) dv

where w+i = [y1i − x′iβ + exp (si)] /σ and w−i = [y1i − x′iβ − exp (si)] /σ. Thus, the derivative

effect on π+i of a determinant xj with coeffi cient βj in the target equation and γj in the

bandwidth equation is given by

∂π+i
∂xj

= βjI
+
i − γjJ+i

where I+i = σ−1
∫
φ
(
w+i
)
φ (v) dv and J+i = σ−1

∫
exp (si)φ

(
w+i
)
φ (v) dv. Therefore, a

positive effect on the target increases the probability of purchase whereas a positive effect

on the bandwidth reduces this probability. The net effect is individual specific and depends

on the values of I+i and J
+
i .

Turning to specific results, we can see that the average positive effect of permanent

income on the logistic purchase probabilities is the net result of a negative effect on the

desired fraction of housing wealth and a negative effect on the size of the inaction band.

Counterbalancing effects are also observed for net wealth. Other determinants, notably the

expected rate of return on housing, only affect purchase probabilities through their effect

on the target level. So, as far as transaction probabilities is concerned, the (S, s) analysis

complements the logistic hazard results by providing a decomposition of total effects into

effects on the target and effects on the bandwidth.
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5 Concluding remarks

In this paper I developed empirical models of the purchase behavior of main and second-

ary housing by Spanish households using the panel sample from the first two waves of the

Spanish household finance survey (EFF). In particular, I estimated discrete hazard models

using retrospective and within-period purchase sequences. I also estimated an (S, s) model

combining transactions data with longitudinal information on household wealth and housing

stock values that allowed to identify separate effects of observable determinants on target

values and inaction range in transaction probabilities.

I found a positive and significant effect on the demand for houses of the expected rate

of return on housing based on the extrapolation of past price changes. This is true for

historical and within-period purchase probabilities as well as for the target ratio of housing

wealth to total wealth. Changes in expectations of rates of return are able to predict the fall

in aggregate purchases between 2005 and 2009.

The results from the (S, s) model show that the predicted decrease in the number of

purchases after a fall in expected returns reflects a decrease in the target level of housing

wealth and not a post-ponement in transactions.

Estimating a competing risks model of housing demand for consumption and investment

use I find some evidence of a positive effect of increased risk on consumption demand (hedging

motive) but a negative effect on investment demand (financial risk motive).

The effects of adaptive expectations of housing returns are in line with previous results

in behavioral finance and momentum trading behavior. Modelling house prices is outside

the scope of this paper but the estimated association between housing demand and recent

house price growth (and its interaction with household education or income) is revealing

about how house price frenzies may develop.
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